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Be inspired.... by leadership
A new Library Board was appointed early in 2011, a 
very complex time in MPL’s history, and the Board 
members responded with energy and dispatch to 
the challenges and steep learning curve suggested 
by their new roles.

Be inspired... by place
Since opening day on June 7, it has been a thrill 
to witness the community’s response to the Main 
Library.  People found their way to the bright, warm 
and welcoming ‘Main@Main’ in the tens of thousands.

The important role that Bruce Street played in 
MPL’s history will continue to be honoured. “Robin’s 
Window”,  a cherished feature at Bruce Street, is now 
installed in the Children’s Area.  The painting Sunday 
Always Seems to Move So Slow,  by Ann Kornuta, 
which memorializes Bruce Street has been donated 
to MPL by Leslie Fitch.

Be inspired.... by collections
With the space provided by Main Library, 42,000 new 
items have expanded all collection areas.  Within the 
Adult Fiction collection, for example, there is now 
room to separate the books into a number of genres, 
including Mysteries, Science Fiction, and Romance.

Be inspired.... by reading and lifelong learning
MPL’s pre-school programs are literacy based and 
introduce a progression of skills to prepare a child 
for reading.  The Book Buddies club encourages 
school-age children to read and share their favourite 
books.   Teens enjoy submitting their own creations 
in the Take Flight and Write and the Pizza and Prose 
events.  MPL has fostered the growth of book clubs 
for adults in the Library and through the loan of 
book club sets to clubs outside the library.

Be inspired.... by community collaborations  
and partnerships
Collaboration and partnerships are key elements of 
the MPL year.  In 2011, these included the Town of 
Milton and the MCA, Laurier Milton Lecture series, 
‘Read and Ride’, Newcomers to Canada services 
(including Conversation Circles), Milton and District 
Horticultural Society, HALINET, Halton Region and 
Revenue Canada small business focussed programs, 
“Celebrating Stories: a family festival”, and more.

Be inspired.... by technology
In 2011, the website was updated and the use of 
social media expanded. The shift to radio frequency 
technology has given patrons the option to check 
out their own materials; and returned materials are 
checked in as soon as they are put into the book drops. 
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”
“ When I come home from school on the 

weekend, I find the library peaceful and calming. 
It is very useful for people like me who are 
studying. Everyone is very helpful and I love 
all the space to do work!
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”“ It is calming and soothing.  
I don’t want to leave the 
library once I am here.   
I love it!
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2011 has been a year of transformation and change 
at MPL, that includes saying farewell to past 
members of the Board, welcoming the new Board, a 
fond and appreciative leave taking at Bruce Street, 
the development of a new logo and brand, and of 
course, the opening of the new Main Library in the 
Milton Centre for the Arts.  As MPL continues to 
grow into a library system that meets community 
needs, I couldn’t be more proud of the staff who 

are making this happen, or more appreciative of the 
Board in providing direction and advice.

Leslie Fitch,
CEO, Chief Librarian

message from the chair and ceo quick facts usage
The Milton Public Library Board and staff are thrilled 
by the usage in 2011 of the collections, resources, and 
spaces at Beaty Branch and the Main Library.  As you 
can see in the graphs, Milton residents have used the 
library very well this year and, despite the three week 
closure for the move to the new Main Library in June, 
usage figures exceed those of 2010 in every capacity.  

The number of items borrowed is nearly double what 
it was five years ago, and nearly 30,000 new users 
have signed up for library cards in the same time 
period.  Over 346,000 people have come through the 
doors of the libraries this year, while thousands and 
thousands more use the MPL webpage to access its 
resources from home, school, or work.  

Worth considering is the fact that the real interaction 
with MPL resources tends to happen once people 
leave with their borrowed items.  If we assume that 
of the 866,000 items circulated, people then took an 
average of an hour to read, watch, or listen to these 
borrowed items, then Milton residents - collectively - 
spend 36,000 days using MPL resources every year.  
This is something we celebrate!

Bandura Fireside Lounge, 
Main Library

revenue 2011
WHERE THE MONEY COMES FROM

Own-Source
$135,761

Town of Milton
$3,207,986

Grants and Donations
$67,602

WHERE THE MONEY GOES

Collections & Processing
$401,565

Staffing
$2,412,104

Building Related
$597,680

quick facts financial
While the majority of the annual funding for the 
Milton Public Library is derived from the municipality, 
additional income is also received from the Ministry 
of Tourism and Culture in the form of an Annual 
Provincial Grant; from other grants and donations; 
and through the Library’s own revenue - which is 
generated by fines, fees and other charges.

As in any staff intensive organization, and in common 
with other public libraries, the majority of the Library’s 
expenditure is staff related.  This is followed by 
building costs, and finally by collection related funds.  

When the new Main Library opened to the public 
in June, money collected by Development Charges 

provided an infusion of 42,000 new items.   These 
items, along with the 100,000 existing items, have 
been distributed across both floors of the Main 
Library, and are further divided between various 
different collection areas such as Adult Fiction, 
Children’s, or Teens, etc.  Two new collections - 
World Languages and Video Games were also 
added to the new space.  With a collection size that 
now exceeds 185,000 items, the total value of the 
collection tops $6.4 million.  

When we consider that, as a result of links with 
public libraries across the region, province and 
country, there are untold millions of dollars of 
resources available to you through the MPL system.

As Chair of the Milton Public Library Board, it 
gives me great pleasure to highlight the continued 
transformation of the MPL system.  The ongoing 
success of Beaty Branch, and the immediate and 
continued response of the community to the Main 
Library are clear indicators that the many years 
of studies and planning (including Destiny Milton 
II: Library Master Plan) are helping to steer the 
library system in the right direction.  The Board 
is confident that MPL is fulfilling a very real need 
in the community, and that tax dollars are being 
expended to the benefit of the Town and its citizens.

The successful transition to the new Main Library 
is not only a tribute to the dedication and effort of 
the Library staff and management team, but also 
to the conscientious and hard working members 
of the volunteer Library Board members.  I would 
like to thank those members who completed their 
term earlier this year, and the new Board which was 
appointed by Council in January 2011.  

Board members Brad Boehmer, Stuart Charles, 
Daniel Cloutier, Kristin Collver, Councillor Rick 
Di Lorenzo, Councillor Arnold Huffman, Paul 
MacDonald, and Jan Mowbray are proud of the MPL 
staff and management for their tireless efforts in 
meeting the target date of opening the Main Library 
on June 7, 2011.  The Board also deeply appreciates 
the ongoing support and invaluable assistance of 
the Town of Milton Council and Town Staff.

The Board is tremendously grateful for the 
funding provided for the Milton Centre for the Arts 
through provincial and federal grants dedicated 
to community infrastructure projects.  The Town 
received approximately $16.2 million from the 
Building Canada Fund - Communities Component 
for the MCA/MPL Main Library.

Ken Jacobsen, 
Chair

”“My baby loves the library 
and listens to stories.  I’m 
deaf, and if I can get him 
hearing stories, fabulous!

mission statement
The Milton Public Library is committed to nourishing growing minds, 
promoting the love of reading and providing a gateway that connects 
people, ideas and information.
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Be inspired.... by reading and lifelong learning
MPL’s pre-school programs are literacy based and 
introduce a progression of skills to prepare a child 
for reading.  The Book Buddies club encourages 
school-age children to read and share their favourite 
books.   Teens enjoy submitting their own creations 
in the Take Flight and Write and the Pizza and Prose 
events.  MPL has fostered the growth of book clubs 
for adults in the Library and through the loan of 
book club sets to clubs outside the library.

Be inspired.... by community collaborations  
and partnerships
Collaboration and partnerships are key elements of 
the MPL year.  In 2011, these included the Town of 
Milton and the MCA, Laurier Milton Lecture series, 
‘Read and Ride’, Newcomers to Canada services 
(including Conversation Circles), Milton and District 
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Be inspired.... by technology
In 2011, the website was updated and the use of 
social media expanded. The shift to radio frequency 
technology has given patrons the option to check 
out their own materials; and returned materials are 
checked in as soon as they are put into the book drops. 
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